
NU confidence Instructions 

Dr. George received a U.S. Patent, #11,179,415, on November 23, 

2021.   It is for the process of using chlorine dioxide for treating COVID-

19 by disabling, treating, or attenuating the SARS COV-2 virus and all 

its future variants. You will be using it “off label”, from its labelled 

instructions. 

Directions for Use: 

To ensure long shelf life, NUconfidence is provided in two separate 

containers.     

• Pour the small, teaspoon sized, vial’s contents into the larger 

Nu confidence (NUc.) bottle, tap the vial several times onto and 

into the NUc bottle, to ensure all the vial’s contents are 

emptied.  

• Replace and tighten bottle cap on larger bottle, DO NOT 

SHAKE. 

• Wait 30 minutes, then invert the bottle three times to complete 

activation.   

• Place a fourth of the larger bottle’s contents into one of the one 

ounce nozzled dispensing (D.) bottles, fill to the bottom of its 

neck. 

• Before use, turn dispensing bottle over three times to ensure 

any escaping chlorine dioxide gas incorporates back into the 

solution. 

• Blow your nose gently if it is stuffy or runny. 

• Use the lying-head-back position (LHB). Thus, lie on your back, 

ease your head over the edge of a bed, point your nose to the 

ceiling. Tilt your head slightly to one side, either right or left, 

making one nostril lower than the other. Tilt the D. bottle upside 

down, with its nozzle just outside of your lower nostril.  

• Place 20 drops into the lower nostril. You will feel the drops as 

you dispense them from the bottle. If you notice that after 

several drops that they are starting to go down your throat, tilt 

your head a little more sideways (~20 degrees). When done, 

turn your head sideways, (~45 degrees). Stay in this position 

for two minutes.  The aim is to get the liquid to go through the 

nasal cavity, not just into the throat, but into the sinuses.  After 

two minutes, perform this same action on your other nostril. 

• Repeat this procedure 3 times / day - morning, noon, and night. 

• Store the NUc. bottle and the D. bottle in the refrigerator. This 

is because CLO2 boils off slowly at 52 degrees Fahrenheit. 

The D. bottle should last 1 week. So, there is enough for two 

people to treat themselves for two weeks.  

 


